First connect the calculators with the cable.

The person receiving the information presses **2nd Link** and chooses **1: Receive** from the RECEIVE menu. The screen will show the message “waiting”

```
SEND RECEIVE
1:All+...
2:All-...
3:Prgm...
4:List...
5:Lists to TI82...
6:GDB...
7:Pic...
```

The person sending the information presses **2nd Link** and chooses the type of item to be sent from the SEND menu. Choosing 4 will allow lists to be transmitted. Select the list or lists to be sent by pressing **ENTER** while the arrow is next to the list to be transmitted. A selected list will be marked with a square. The screens below would be used to send **List2** and **List3**. Once the items are selected, choose: **1: TRANSMIT**

```
SEND RECEIVE
1:All+...
2:All-...
3:Prgm...
4:List...
5:Lists to TI82...
6:GDB...
7:Pic...
```

The name of each item is displayed on both the sending and receiving calculators as the information is transferred. Both calculators will display the message “DONE” when the transmission is completed.
?? WHAT’S MY DATA?
Warning: You may need to change the automatic window settings.

1. (Hint: try 1 2 3 ___ ___ ___ ___
2. ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
3. ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
4. ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
5. ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___
6. ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___